Development of the upper-body dressing scale for a buttoned shirt: a preliminary correlational study.
A patient with poststroke hemiparesis learns to use the nonparetic arm to compensate for the weakness of the paretic arm to achieve independence in dressing. This is the learning process of new component actions on dressing. The purpose of this study was to develop the Upper-Body Dressing Scale (UBDS) for buttoned shirt dressing, which evaluates the component actions of upper-body dressing, and to provide preliminary data on internal consistency of the UBDS, as well as its reproducibility, validity, and sensitivity to clinical change. Correlational study of concurrent validity and reliability in which 63 consecutive stroke patients were enrolled in the study and were assessed repeatedly by the UBDS and the dressing item of Functional Independent Measure (FIM). Fifty-one patients completed the 3-wk study. The Cronbach's coefficient alpha of UBDS was 0.88. The principal component analysis extracted two components, which explained 62.3% of total variance. All items of the scale had high loading on the first component (0.65-0.83). Actions on the paralytic side were the positive loadings and actions on the healthy side were the negative loadings on the second component. Intraclass correlation coefficient was 0.87. The level of correlation between UBDS score and FIM dressing item scores was -0.72. Logistic regression analysis showed that only the score of UBDS on the first day of evaluation was a significant independent predictor of dressing ability (odds ratio, 0.82; 95% confidence interval, 0.71-0.95). The UBDS scores for paralytic hand passed into the sleeve, sleeve pulled up beyond the elbow joint, and sleeve pulled up beyond the shoulder joint were worse than the score for the other components of the task. These component actions had positive loading on the second component, which was identified by the principal component analysis. The UBDS has good internal consistency, reproducibility, validity, and sensitivity to clinical changes of patients with poststroke hemiparesis. This detailed UBDS assessment enables us to document the most difficult stages in dressing and to assess motor and process skills for independence of dressing.